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The   Center

OUR 2016-17 SEASON IS UP AND RUNNING! 
We welcomed Residency One playwright  Suzan-Lori Parks
for her first production at Signature, the hypnotic The Death
of the Last Black Man in the Whole Entire World AKA the
Negro Book of  the Dead, directed by Lileana Blain-Cruz.
In addition, Legacy playwright Athol Fugard returned
to direct the revival of his seminal play “Master Harold” … 
and the boys. The Center has been a hive of activity,
with scenic designer Christine Jones’ Theatre for One,
a one-on-one, immersive theatrical experience,
enchanting audience members in the Griffin Lobby.  

“SUZAN-LORI
  PARKS IS A GENIUS!
  Her words just come
  off the page, they’re
  so alive and they are so
  present in now, it’s so
  open to people giving
  themselves to it.”

“There’s a celebration of black life, there’s
  a celebration of black beauty, there’s a
  celebration of our existence, and our
  complicated and dense history and those
  who have come before us. That’s really
  beautiful, the opportunity for joy, and
  for power and for strength, which
  I think Suzan-Lori Parks is all about.”

Around

“Politically right now I think the
 world is at a crossroads, because it’s  
 changing. It’s getting smaller and some  
 places are becoming uninhabitable. 
 Which means we are going to have
 to share a lot more and  I think this
 play is about sharing. It’s about sharing  
 wisdom, it’s about sharing love,
 it’s about sharing your heart.”

NIKE KADRI
Yes and Greens Black-Eyed Peas Cornbread in
The Death of the Last Black Man in the Whole
Entire World AKA the Negro Book of the Dead

LILEANA
BLAIN-CRUZ
Director of The Death of the
Last Black Man in the Whole
Entire World AKA the Negro 
Book of the Dead

LEON ADDISON BROWN
Sam in “Master Harold” … and the boys

FIVE YEARS AGO THIS MONTH THE FIRST EDITION OF
SIGNATURE STORIES HIT THE “STANDS,” COMMEMORATING
THE FIRST PRODUCTIONS IN OUR NEW HOME,
THE PERSHING SQUARE SIGNATURE CENTER. 
That month also saw the official launch of Residency Five, our innovative
program designed to foster new work from playwrights of every generation.
We are thrilled, five years later, to premiere new plays this cycle by two of
our Residency Five writers – Branden Jacobs-Jenkins and Will Eno.
Both plays tackle the huge subjects of life and death, which feels appropriate
given the celebration and loss we have experienced since opening the Center. 

LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’ Everybody will have its first preview on the actual anniversary of the Center’s first public performance.
Lila Neugebauer directs, helming her third show at Signature in as many years. (She’ll also be back in the spring to direct the
world premiere of Annie Baker’s The Antipodes). Branden, who was the recipient of a MacArthur Genius Grant this fall, and
Lila chatted with Signature Stories about the process of adapting a 15th-century morality play for modern audiences, how
recent political events have affected the play, and the unique experience they are hoping to provide for audiences. 

Wakey, Wakey will be Will Eno’s third play with Signature, making him the first writer to complete the Residency Five program.
In an interview in this edition of Signature Stories, Will discusses his relationship with Signature’s Founder Jim Houghton,
what led to him making his directorial debut with Wakey, Wakey, and how becoming a father has changed him as a writer. 
There’s also a fantastic photo of Will that accompanies the article that has to be seen to be believed!

Also in this issue, some of Signature’s resident playwrights share their favorite plays by other Signature playwrights,
all illuminating and inspiring choices. (And all titles are available at Signature’s Bookstore!) And finally, Artistic Director
Paige Evans, who hit the ground running when she began in July, shares her thoughts on her first couple of productions
at Signature and this winter’s world premieres, and reveals exciting news about what’s coming in future seasons!

WE HOPE EVERYONE HAD A
HAPPY AND HEALTHY NEW YEAR,
AND WE’RE DELIGHTED TO HAVE
YOU BACK AT SIGNATURE.

SEE YOU AT THE CENTER…

David Hatkoff and Beth Whitaker
Signature Stories Editors

3 4

“It’s been extraordinary to have
  Athol in the room. He’s not just
  the playwright, he’s not just the
  director, but he’s the guy who
  this play is about!”

NOAH ROBBINS
Hally in “Master Harold” … and the boys

above: Leon Addison Brown and Noah Robbins. 
left: Suzan-Lori Parks and Lileana Blain-Cruz. 

above: Noah Robbins, Sahr Ngaujah, and Leon Addison Brown in “Master Harold” … and the boys at Signature Theatre, 2016. 

left (clockwise from bottom left): Roslyn Ruff, Amelia Workman, David Ryan Smith, Nike Kadri, Mirirai Sithole, Jamar Williams, and
Daniel J. Watts in The Death of the Last Black Man in the Whole Entire World AKA the Negro Book of the Dead at Signature Theatre, 2016. 
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 PLAYWRIGHTPICKS

QUIARA ALEGRÍA HUDES 
Pulitzer Prize-winner Quiara Alegría Hudes kicked off her Signature Residency
last season with Daphne’s Dive, directed by Thomas Kail (Hamilton).

The Goat by Edward Albee (1993-94 PLAYWRIGHT-IN-RESIDENCE)
It is inspiring to see that one of his late period plays may also have been his best,
and to see how fanged and wild his writing remained. The topic of true taboo is
palpably still dangerous.

Joe Turner Has Come and Gone by August Wilson
(2006-07 PLAYWRIGHT-IN-RESIDENCE)
The theatre has become too atheist – too logic- and psychology-oriented – and
August Wilson remembers ancestor, spirit, and god. He dramatizes, without
sanitizing or minimizing, the suffering necessary to fully grasp how deep the
river runs and how good the love feels.

The Death of the Last Black Man in the Whole Entire World AKA the Negro
Book of the Dead by Suzan-Lori Parks (CURRENT RESIDENCY ONE PLAYWRIGHT)
The best response to the banal dramaturgical tendency towards playwriting
that “makes sense” is the work of Suzan-Lori Parks. This play is art and guts
and intellect and body and mischief.

DAVID HENRY HWANG
Signature Theatre presented Kung Fu, Golden Child, and The Dance
and the Railroad by Tony Award-winner David Henry Hwang between
2012-2014. Hwang is also America’s most-produced living opera librettist
and is currently the chair of the American Theatre Wing.

Tiny Alice by Edward Albee 
This play meant a great deal to me starting out as a playwright, showing how our
medium could engage questions of spirituality using uniquely theatrical techniques.

Angel City by Sam Shepard (1996-97 PLAYWRIGHT-IN-RESIDENCE)
Sam taught me to conceive character in a new way, as fragmented aspects of an
individual, rather than through naturalistic psychology.

Devotees in the Garden of Love by Suzan-Lori Parks 
This one-act was paired with my short play Bondage for their world premieres at
Actors Theatre of Louisville. I have always loved its juxtaposition of the rituals of
marriage with those of war.

Residency Five playwright Quiara Alegría Hudes and Legacy playwrights John Guare and David Henry Hwang 
share their favorite works by fellow Signature playwrights-in-residence. These titles, unique gifts, and more are
on sale now at the Signature Bookstore, located in the central lobby of The Pershing Square Signature Center. 

The Signature Bookstore is open Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays from 6pm - 11pm, and Wednesdays, Saturdays, and
Sundays from 12pm - 11pm.  For more information, please visit signaturetheatre.org. 

JOHN GUARE
John Guare’s 1998-99 season at the Peter 
Norton Space included Marco Polo Sings a 
Solo, Bosoms and Neglect, and the world 
premiere of Lake Hollywood; he returned 
with Legacy productions of the world
premiere of A Few Stout Individuals (2002) 
and Landscape of the Body (2006).
He recommends the following plays 
produced at Signature, as they “took the 
familiar and magically made it brand new.”

John by Annie Baker
(Residency Five playwright)

The Liquid Plain by Naomi Wallace
(2014-15 playwright-in-residence)

Our Lady of Kibeho by Katori Hall
(Residency Five playwright)

“The all-time greatest evening at Signature, which proved  
  to be [Founder] Jim Houghton’s final triumph: Opening  
  Night of the three plays by Albee, Fornés, and Kennedy 
  that perfectly encapsulated and justified Signature’s
  original purpose.”   – JOHN GUARE ON SIGNATURE PLAYS 

Here at Signature, we started our 2016-17 Season with two pro-
ductions that explored racial injustice: Legacy playwright Athol 
Fugard’s “Master Harold” … and the boys and Residency One 
playwright Suzan-Lori Parks’ The Death of the Last Black Man in 
the Whole Entire World AKA the Negro Book of the Dead. Though 
both plays were revivals written more than 20 years ago, they 
each addressed racial inequities and tensions in vivid (and very 
different) ways; and both are, sadly, still deeply resonant. It was 
inspiring to have these two plays on our stages at a time when 
empathy and insight into racial injustice seemed in particularly 
short supply in our broader society.

When this issue of Signature Stories goes to print, we’ll be
starting our next cycle of productions with two world premieres 
from two of our Residency Five playwrights.

First is Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’s Everybody, directed by
Lila Neugebauer. I’ve worked with Branden and Lila before
and have huge respect for them. They’re both wildly talented
and fiercely intelligent young theatre artists who continue
to challenge themselves and their audiences by working in a
range of styles and genres. Everybody is their first collaboration,
and I’m thrilled that it’s happening here at Signature.

Next, we’ll premiere Will Eno’s Wakey, Wakey. I’ve admired Will’s
work for years. He’s got a singular voice and sensibility, both
linguistically inventive and profoundly humane.  Will manages to 
bring together the ordinary and the sublime in whatever he writes.

I’m also delighted to announce that we’ll be bringing four new resident 
playwrights to Signature over the coming two seasons. Stephen Adly 
Guirgis and Lynn Nottage will join us as Residency One writers, and 
Dominique Morisseau and Dave Malloy will be part of our Residency 
Five program. All four are gifted, dynamic writers whose work
explores the human condition in insightful and distinctive ways.
Dave will also be the first musical writer in residence at Signature, 
which is exciting. I cannot wait to celebrate all four of them and share 
their work with you, Signature’s vibrant and diverse community.   

Warm Regards,

Paige Evans
Artistic Director

HAPPY NEW YEAR! 2016 WAS A TOUGH YEAR FOR MANY; HOPEFULLY
2017 WILL SOMEHOW BRING UNEXPECTED AND FRESH PROMISE.

FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Suzan-Lori Parks, Paige Evans, and Lileana Blain-Cruz at the opening night of The Death of the Last Black Man in the Whole Entire World AKA the Negro Book of the Dead at Signature Theatre, 2016. 
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 SEEING
Throughout his body of work, Residency Five playwright Branden Jacobs-Jenkins has illuminated the present by
looking to the theatrical past. His comedy Neighbors collided kitchen-sink realism with blackface minstrelsy,
exploding centuries-old attitudes toward race and social progress. In An Octoroon, Jacobs-Jenkins fused contemporary 
vernacular and pop music with the plot of a popular nineteenth-century melodrama. His Obie Award-winning
Appropriate, the first production of his Signature residency, explored the submerged racial anxieties underlying
classic American family dramas. Now, Jacobs-Jenkins returns to Signature with the world premiere of Everybody.
A riff on the fifteenth-century morality play Everyman, Everybody again excavates contemporary meaning from
an older theatrical form, posing powerful questions of human mortality – and by extension, human life.

Joining him in the rehearsal room is Lila Neugebauer, who previously directed the Signature productions of
A.R. Gurney’s The Wayside Motor Inn and Signature Plays, featuring works by Edward Albee, María Irene Fornés,
and Adrienne Kennedy. Shortly before rehearsals began, Jacobs-Jenkins and Neugebauer spoke with Literary
Associate Nathaniel French about the play’s development, the element of chance in life, death, and theatre,
and why a medieval allegory like Everyman continues to resonate today.An Interview with Branden Jacobs-Jenkins and Lila Neugebauer

 AN ARCHEOLOGY OF

Mike Faist, Patch Darragh, Johanna Day, Maddie Corman, and 
Michael Laurence in Appropriate at Signature Theatre, 2016. 
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This is your first time working together. Why did you want to collaborate on this project?

BJJ: I was desperate! [Laughs] Lila’s someone whose work I’ve always watched with much interest. I feel in awe of her intelli-
gence and think we see eye to eye on so many things and that’s always a good sign. Aesthetically, politically, emotionally, I feel 
like we live in the same zip code. It’s a horrible metaphor, but there you go.

LN: I love it, I love it. I’ve been in love with Branden’s brain for a number of years now. I’m astonished by the breadth of his 
imagination. He tackles ideas with such rigor and complexity; he’s invested in irreconcilable oppositions, which is intellectu-
ally thrilling. But what he puts on stage is also so viscerally undeniable, and that collision—of guts and ideas—exhilarates me. 
I’m also right now fortuitously in rehearsal for a production of Appropriate at Juilliard with fourth year students, so I’m having 
a year of Branden Jacobs-Jenkins [Laughs]. 

What were your early conversations about Everybody like?

BJJ: I think it was a matter of me saying, “Lila, would you like to meet me at this bar late in the evening?” And then she showed 
up and I said, “I want you to direct my play.” It was pretty simple.

How far along in your writing process were you at that point? 

BJJ: I didn’t really have a script, I just knew that it was going to be loosely based on the medieval play Everyman. I wanted a 
partner who could be a sounding board for me as I worked through my attack on the original. Lila has a background in devised 
work. She has an eye for making in addition to interpreting.

Why did you want to dig into Everyman?
BJJ: At first I was flirting with doing an adaptation of the
Eugene O’Neill play Emperor Jones, but as I was working on 
that I kept thinking to myself, “This is very similar to Everyman.” 
Like in some weird way I was using O’Neill as the lens through 
which I might look at Everyman. And at a certain point I 
realized that I really just wanted to adapt Everyman, so I just 
kind of shoved O’Neill to the side and leaned into this. 

Like many of your plays, Everybody is inspired by a much 
older theatrical tradition. Where does this interest in 
form come from?

BJJ: When I think about genre or old forms, I think of them 
as interesting artifacts that invite a kind of archeology of 
seeing. How much are Race and Gender about visual cues 
that we don’t question? Genre comes out of the needs of a 
historical moment, of a community requiring a new way of 
looking at old things. So I’m interested in why we saw things 
the way we saw them five hundred years ago. What actually 
is different about the way we look at things and people 
now? So for Everybody, I was like, how interesting that five 
hundred years ago it was totally okay for an abstraction to 
be played by a person. Whereas I think in our culture now 
there’s an overwhelming proclivity for thinking that actors 
can only play other people. It’s part of my ongoing struggle 
with naturalism as our default mode of storytelling.

What were some of the other things you were thinking 
about as you started writing?

BJJ: You know, I was watching Signature deal with the immi-
nent loss of its Founding Artistic Director, Jim Houghton, and I 
was just thinking through the way the loss of a person could be 
processed in a work environment. That was such a fascinating 
thing to see people wrestle with. There was also just so much 
death in the news, whether it was gun violence or police brutal-
ity/murder. I mean, I felt like we were all processing dying in 
some strange way, and it all felt like it was wrapped up in moral 
and ethical questions. So I just kind of kept thinking about 
Everyman as a moral play about life and death, and I tried to 
think through what a morality play might look like now. And 
whether we are even interested anymore in moral theatre. As a 
field, we’ve moved away from thinking through an ethics of the 
stage or how the theatre relates to the moral. We sort of assume 
that Theatre is, like, inherently a “good” thing to do, make, and 
see; whereas I think actually as artists, we have to work a little 
harder to make that real. 

Have recent events in America changed your thinking 
about the play? 

BJJ: I actually think Lila was one of the first people I called—

LN: Yeah.

BJJ: —on “the day the world stood still.” You know, I think 
for a while I was sort of wrestling with the place of politics 
in this play, and it was sort of nice to have something make 
it very clear that politics wasn’t something that anyone 
should shy away from right now. Even thinking through this 
idea of a play about life and death having no room for poli-
tics in it—actually, that’s all the play was about originally. It 
was about Catholicism cementing its place within a social 
sphere. But Everyman is itself adapted from this Dutch play 
Elckerlijc, that in turn is influenced by a Buddhist fable. Every 

Everyman is itself 
adapted from this 
Dutch play Elckerlijc, 
that in turn is
influenced by a
Buddhist fable.
Every time we want
to make a play about 
Life and Death,
we’re always
erasing someone
else’s philosophy.

Inviting that
randomness,
that arbitrary
violence, into
a theatrical
event–as a
physical enactment
of the ideas we’re
investigating–
struck me as
challenging, scary,
and thrilling. 

I’m very moved by this idea that
our lives are predicated on people 
living—much as we are—through 
trial and error, surviving and
making sense of themselves. 

– BRANDEN JACOBS-JENKINS

– BRANDEN JACOBS-JENKINS

– LILA NEUGEBAUER

Branden Jacobs-Jenkins speaks at 
the first rehearsal of Appropriate.

Lila Neugebauer in rehearsal 
for Signature Plays: Edward 
Albee’s The Sandbox, María 
Irene Fornés’ Drowning,
Adrienne Kennedy’s
Funnyhouse of a Negro.

top: Austin Smith and Amber Gray in An Octoroon at Theatre for a New Audience, 
2015. above: Donté Bonner and Tonya Pinkins in War at Yale Repertory Theatre, 2014.
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time we want to make a play about Life 
and Death, we’re always erasing someone 
else’s philosophy. That idea of the politics 
of erasure felt very central somehow to the 
experience of making this play. 

What has it been like engaging with a 
time period whose mindset is so similar 
and simultaneously so different from
our own?

BJJ: I’m someone who believes very much 
in the importance of History. I’m very 
moved by this idea that our lives are predi-
cated on people living—much as we are— 
through trial and error, surviving and mak-
ing sense of themselves. So I’ve read all 
this weird medieval history and been like, I 
can’t believe this is the way people walked 
around and interacted with the world. 
Everyman was playing to, essentially, a ho-
mogeneous religious society, but we fancy 
ourselves today living in a secular, diverse, 
democratic republic. So the trick here is, 
in the absence of a unifying belief system 
or cosmology, what becomes of things like 

a “good life”? How should a person live in 
such a pluralistic petri dish? 

Chance will play a role in this
production, with different actors
playing different characters each
night. Why were you interested in
exploring that element?

BJJ: Take it away, Lila.

LN: From our very first conversation about 
this endeavor, Branden knew that he 
wanted some element of chance to be es-
sential to the fabric of how this event func-
tions, how the evening makes meaning. 
And that immediately resonated with me 
on a number of fronts. In part, the impulse 
is predicated on a desire to avoid distilling 
the identity of an “everyman” into the body 
of a single actor, who necessarily has an 
age, a gender, a race, a sexual orientation. 
Also, the notion that death could strike 
any one of us, at any moment… when I get 
off this call, walk out of the restaurant I’m 
sitting in right now and cross the street. 
Inviting that randomness, that arbitrary 

BRANDEN
JACOBS-JENKINS
Select Production History

violence, into a theatrical event—as a 
physical enactment of the ideas we’re 
investigating—struck me as challenging, 
scary, and thrilling. 

BJJ: I’ve also been thinking so much 
about how, if death is the end of an 
identity, there’s so much we think
about in terms of identity that’s about 
variables attached to the body, which
is ultimately the thing that actually
dies. And I just never loved this idea 
that “everyman” had to be the index
by which we judge the experience of 
dying. Do people all die the same?
I don’t know. People certainly don’t 
seem to live the same. So how do we 
actually honor that?

LN: Practically and philosophically, 
incorporating chance will force us to 
dismantle many of our accepted no-
tions about the process of making a 
play. Something about disrupting much 
of what we take for granted as theatre-
makers felt right to me when grappling 
with material of this nature.

We developed this play through a 
series of readings. Why was that so im-
portant for this process in particular? 

BJJ: I think for exactly the reasons Lila 
just said: We both are really trying to 
rethink every assumption we make 
about how theatre happens. You know, 
I couldn’t just sit down and write a play, 
I felt like I would somehow be cheat-
ing. We wanted to explore the limits of 
what, in each of our prescribed roles in 
the theatre, we’re expected to do versus 
what’s possible. That includes actors. 
What are the limits of what an actor 
can actually, feasibly accomplish given 
the wild demands we’re placing on the 
event, and on the limited amount of 
time we have to make a show?

Without giving anything away, what 
can you tell us about the design?

BJJ: It’s crazy.

LN: Part of the project has been putting 
the audience at the center of the experi-
ence. We want people to feel that the 

event is principally orchestrated around 
the fact that they all showed up that 
night. Which is fundamentally what 
every night at the theatre is defined 
by. But again, we tend to take that—the 
sheer element of presence—for granted.

What is it about the story of Everyman 
that has allowed it to survive and chal-
lenge us more than 500 years later?

BJJ: It’s about a mystery that we’ve 
never solved. [Laughs]  You know, ever, 
in this society or as a species. It’s a play 
about a scary thing.

LN: Someone once encouraged me
to investigate a play—any play—
by identifying an unanswerable question 
at its core. A question that would keep 
me—as a reader, director, or spectator—
curious, challenged, and creative.
Everyman contains some of the most
vital, existentially urgent questions 
we’re capable of asking.   n

NEIGHBORS
Public Theater, 2010

APPROPRIATE
Humana Festival, 2013
Signature Theatre, 2014

AN OCTOROON
Soho Rep, 2014
Theatre for a New Audience, 2015

WAR
Yale Repertory Theatre, 2014
LCT3, 2016

GLORIA
Vineyard Theatre, 2015

He tackles ideas
with such rigor
and complexity;
he’s invested in
irreconcilable
oppositions,
which is
intellectually
thrilling.
But what he
puts on stage is
also so viscerally
undeniable, and
that collision –
of guts and ideas –
exhilarates me.

– LILA NEUGEBAUER

left to right: Chris McKinney and Birgit Huppuch in Neighbors at The Public Theater, 
2010; Michael Laurence, Maddie Corman, and Johanna Day in Appropriate at Signature 
Theatre, 2014; Pascale Armand and Maechi Aharanwa in An Octoroon at Theatre for a
New Audience, 2015; Michele Shay and Austin Durant in War at LCT3, 2016; Catherine 
Combs and Jennifer Kim in Gloria at Vineyard Theatre, 2015. 



Your last play at Signature was The Open House in the 
spring of 2014. What have you been up to since then?

Well, our daughter Albertine was born in August of 2014. 
She’s the biggest thing, the best. The Realistic Joneses opened 
on Broadway, right after The Open House, and I worked on 
some other productions out of town. Title and Deed in
Chicago, with my friend Michael Patrick Thornton, and
I worked with Oliver Butler on a production of Thom Pain
at the Geffen in L.A. that starred Rainn Wilson. Oliver and
I co-directed a film based on that production. Mainly I’ve 
been having a lot of fun with Albertine and trying to learn 
how to be a dad, and being a dad, I hope. And working on 
some other plays...

You’re the first Residency Five playwright who is going to 
“graduate” from the program–what does that feel like?

The whole thing, the whole time has been amazing, and... 
I’m going to direct this third and last play, which, I’ve only 
directed some short plays and it was a long time ago.
But the Signature Residency–and also Jim Houghton
was a guy who really did this–the whole place makes
you feel like you can do just a little more than you think
you can, or that you should at least try. I remember when

Jim called about Residency Five, the idea of writing
three plays in five years seemed just, not even laughably
impossible, just, no way, and suddenly somehow, here
we go, starting up on the third one. Which is a great
feeling. And it doesn’t feel like I’ve just cranked out some 
plays, it feels like three very special, different things that 
came into being because of the sort of, the ground and the 
water at Signature. This place, the way things happen here. 
The way your mind feels here. It’s the difference between 
someone asking you, “Who was the 16th president of the 
United States of America? You have three seconds,” and 
someone saying, “What does the word ‘presidential’ mean
to you? I’m gonna get a sandwich and I’ll be back in two 
hours. If you think of anything, scribble it down.”
So it’s something like that, just the openness, the
confidence people seem to feel in you and in the whole
process.  The openness of the architecture and the
openness of the administrative areas, and the way
people talk about work and approach it. It’s entirely
serious and super professional but also very sunny and
clear, light. The way audiences come in, and sort of
linger, the nature of the audiences themselves, all of it. 
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In 2012, before The Pershing Square Signature Center had even officially opened as a building,
Founder Jim Houghton, who passed away this summer, asked Will Eno to be one of the
inaugural writers in Signature’s new Residency Five program–an unprecedented initiative that 
guaranteed playwrights three productions over the course of five years. Fast forward to the 
present, almost exactly half a decade later, and Will has become the first of the Residency
Five playwrights to complete the program, with the world premieres of his plays Title and 
Deed in 2012, The Open House in 2014, and now Wakey, Wakey. To borrow a line from the
central figure in Will’s new play, Wakey, Wakey “was supposed to be something else.”
Before heading into rehearsals, Will sat down with Literary Manager Jenna Clark Embrey 
to talk about friendship and fatherhood, and how one play turned into a whole new thing.

GENTLY
THINGS

A CHAT
WITH

U N K N O W A B L E

A  C H A T  W I T H  W I L L  E N O

Will Eno. 



Has your writing process changed 
over the course of five years or do you 
feel like that part has been consistent?

Having Albertine is a huge change 
that, I don’t know, it’s such a massive 
and complete change that other little 
changes, things in my approach to 
writing or any of that, seem almost 
impossible to notice. Or, more to the 
point, they are a subset of this other 
big great change. One aspect of which 
is I feel this strong drive to get some 
good work finished so I can go crawl 
around on the floor and play with her. 
Another thing, I’m sure I feel more 
things. You know what, there is a 
change that I think is very much relat-
ed to Signature–I’m much more open 
to the possible ways something might 
get written, to the different processes 
you might employ to write a play.

Can you talk a little about the path 
that led to this play, Wakey, Wakey?

Yeah, um... Let’s see. About a year and 
a half ago, I asked Jim Houghton, I had 
one play left in my three play residen-
cy, and Jim had been diagnosed, um... 

and I was just thinking about all the 
plays Jim had directed and produced 
and helped create and inspire over all 
the years at Signature, 25 years. And I 
asked him if there was a play he hadn’t 
ever seen on a Signature stage that he 
wanted to see, or some idea he was 
interested in for a play that we could 
make together, and he very humbly 
said something like, “Oh, uh, let me 
think about it, I don’t know.” And then 
in the most wonderful, Jim kind of 
way, these text messages started show-
ing up with an idea, and then more of 
an idea, and then these long, incred-
ibly detailed and expressive texts. So, 
we started working on that play and 
he was going to direct it and that was 
really exciting to me. He was such a 
humble person so none of this–he had 
to be pushed a little bit but then he 
really... he loved making things and he 
had so much energy. We started out, 
you know, not knowing what would 
happen, and he was doing so well for 
so long, and just like that, he went into 
hospice and um... Joyce said to come 
visit quick, which was something I’ll 

never forget and am so grateful to her 
for, to be able to spend that–to just 
talk with Jim and tell him how much, 
let him know how much I loved him. 
We talked about different things that 
might happen with the play. Jim was 
so amazing and clear. I have a photo 
of him from that day drawing little 
cartoons on a card he was sending to 
some friends and their two little girls. 
This great very private smile as he 
cracks himself up with a drawing he 
was making for a four-year-old and a 
six-year-old. But so I hope Lily Hough-
ton and I are going to finish Jim’s play 
down the road, um... and Jim liked 
that idea. And then Jim died on August 
2nd. And I started writing this thing 
a little while after, which is called 
Wakey, Wakey, the title being...
I wanted something that sort of has 
that sense of ‘time to get up’ in it, and 
also of a ‘wake’–as in an Irish wake, 
but also has a silly, nursery rhyme 
thing to it. It’s a play that is kind of 
about... the whole story I just told–
people you love and people dying and 
how do you think about that and what 
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is, uh, what is a person’s–what remains of a person. Things 
like that. And how do we think about our own death and all 
that–not to be glum because all these things are things you 
ask yourself or you ask about other people for the purpose of 
trying to live a more grand and a meaningful, helpful life. 

Did the process of writing this one feel a lot different,
or was how you went about it different? Or was it like
riding a bike, to an extent?

All the things you said are somehow simultaneously true.
It felt very different, but also, of course there’s similarities
to other things but... um, I would put it this way. I was
thinking about Jim a lot. And if someone ever asks you
to write a reference, the easiest ones are the people
who you totally love and you think they’re great. And as
you know, that takes ten seconds, and you, you speak
your heart and it spills out and you sign your name and
put it in an envelope. So this had that element of being
a, a person who I love and a lot of simple, clear, strong
feelings. And, and to be clear, it’s not a play about Jim.
I hope it’s a little bit with him, somehow. He’s a guy
who, I don’t know how to say this, but, he lived with
such clarity and integrity and directness, and so you
always knew where he stood, and if I’m thinking about
something now, I feel like I have a good idea where
Jim would stand on it, so it feels like the conversation
continues. I really hope this will feel like a thing that
happened, not a play you went to.

Humor has a really strong presence in this play, and Jim had
a terrific and really specific sense of humor. In some ways
this play feels like both Jim telling a really good story, and
like a group of people telling a really funny story about Jim. 

Jim was a... he had a way with being funny that–since it didn’t 
seem like it was his first priority–it just made things funnier.
I don’t know how a person can be an incredible leader and a sort 
of class clown and prankster, but he was a little bit that. When 
he would do accents and impressions and stuff. It’s felt easy, 
sometimes, to find funny things in the writing of this. Almost 
in that way that everything seems funnier in a library, because 
you’re not supposed to laugh. The picture of Jim I was talking 
about before, it was the Friday before the Tuesday that he died,
I think. And he was sending his friends and their kids a card along 
with these custom-printed wristbands that said “linguini” on 
them. And it was all, it was a tiny inside joke from a dinner they
all had together where they laughed about the word linguini. 
That’s something he did in the last week of his life.
And that’s the guy’s heart, right there.
He had such lightness. I’ve never
known anyone who lived with more
reality, on one hand, and more
lightness, on the other. So all these
things are qualities I hope–and
again it’s not a play about Jim in a
biographical way, at all–but I hope
the play might have some
of his personality.

... all these things are things
you ask yourself or you ask
about other people for the
purpose of trying to live a
more grand and a meaningful,
helpful life.

If I’m thinking
about something
now, I feel like
I have a good idea
where Jim would
stand on it, so
it feels like the
conversation
continues.
I really hope
that this will feel 
like a thing that 
happened, not a
play you went to.

this page: Will Eno and James Houghton. 

opposite page, left to right: Carolyn McCormick,
Peter Friedman, Michael Countryman, and Marti
in The Open House at Signature Theatre, 2014;
Conor Lovett in Title and Deed at Signature Theatre, 2012. 
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What is the design of the play going to be like?

I’m not trying to be coy about the thing but I hope that it’s
a very simple play that will have a lot of sly elements that
add up to a kind of rich experience that, um... yeah, which, 
what playwright is NOT going to say that exact thing about
a play? [laughs] It’s going to be different elements that come 
together and–wowee!–equal more than the individual sum
of their parts! That’s our plan. Wish us luck. Seriously, it’s
a really incredible design team, almost entirely composed
of people Jim brought together, who have very generously 
and beautifully said they’d continue on with the project,
even though it’s completely changed. 

Is there anything else you’d like to say?

Yeah, and I always want to try to say it in a way that’s
completely simple and plain and inarguable. Signature is
an amazing place. There’s no place like it. Residency Five
is an amazing thing. There’s nothing like it and the plays
that are going to keep coming out of it are going to be like 

nothing else. Everything feels just so, here, just right, and
you cannot believe that it actually has been designed that 
way, because it all feels so natural and easeful. It is the
most unbelievable marriage of thoughtfulness and mystery.
Or, very specific things, and large, gently unknowable things. 
I’m–I continue to be amazed at how all these tiny pieces, 
they’re tiny, very human, very real little pieces and they all 
somehow come together to make this thing, and sometimes 
it’s this super smooth clock sort of thing and sometimes it’s 
this crazy flying jalopy contraption thing. But it is moving in 
both cases and is going somewhere in both cases and um,
I’m proud to be a part of this place. 

After The Open House, you and Oliver Butler gifted the 
Signature staff a ping-pong table. So, last question:
should we put it in the rehearsal room during this play?

Oh yeah, definitely. That’s a big room, so it’d be great in there. 
Just in case there’s any real ringers who need 20 feet of space 
back from the end of the table, you know?   n

Signature is an amazing place... Everything feels just so, here,
just right, and you cannot believe that it actually has been
designed that way, because it all feels so natural and easeful.
It is the most unbelievable marriage of thoughtfulness and mystery. 

Oliver Butler, Danny 
McCarthy, Michael 
Countryman,
Hannah Bos, Carolyn 
McCormick, Peter 
Friedman, Will Eno, 
and Marti at the first 
rehearsal of The 
Open House, 2014. 

- Will Eno
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